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Chapter VI

The Logic of Deferring the
Design Process

Nandish V. Patel
Brunel University, UK

The aim of this chapter is to formulate theoretical foundations for deferring
the IS design process to inform adaptable usage of deferred systems.  A
research agenda for Deferred System�s Design is set and a new system
component, the System-System Environment Interface, is defined as the
public interface through which a deferred system can maintain close coupling
with the system environment. A Problem-solving and planning technique is
suggested, the Deferred-Specified IT/IS Matrix, to aid software developers to
position a proposed system development in the system environment. A
systems analysis technique is suggested to identify deferment points in a given
system design. The chapter identifies seven properties of deferred systems
that software developers can use to inform adaptable system designs.

INTRODUCTION
The logic of deferring the information system (IS) design process to so-called

�users� is embedded in the systems environment (SE). The thesis of this chapter is
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that to build true adaptable IS it is necessary to defer the IS design process to people
who make use of the IS in context or the SE. The SE of IS is thus posed as the critical
problem that challenges developers of adaptable software in business applications.
Adaptable software is needed by business organizations to enable IS to respond
to changes in the SE, such as changes to company mission, objectives or business
processes.

An understanding of the SE is required to inform what kinds of IS design would
be suitable for adaptation. Mechanisms for IS adaptation can be understood better
if the source for the need for adaptation itself, the SE, can be modeled to identify
issues that need to be reflected in adaptable IS. The SE needs to be explored to
understand how it impacts adaptable IS. There are variables and factors in the SE
that have not yet been formally identified; these variables and factors have a
significant impact on conceptions of IS and adaptable IS design.

Understanding of the SE can also inform the creation of suitable IS develop-
ment approaches. Current approaches and methodologies for IS development are
predominantly system-centric. System-centric means that conceptions of IS and
approaches to its development focus on the computer system. They are concerned
with determining system requirements and functional needs that can lead to
algorithmic design and implementation. This system-centric view imposes limits on
thinking of adaptable software. Lessons for building adaptable software need to
apply to how adaptable software is developed too, which can be learnt from
investigating the SE. In particular, a study of the SE can determine what dimensions
of an adaptable IS and the SE can be deferred to people who use IS.

Two issues are critical in deferring the IS design process to people who make
use of the IS. The first concerns what kind of conceptions of IS are possible. In the
50 years of computer applications in business, little advance has been made in
seeking alternative conceptions of IS. The underlying conception is still rooted in the
human-machine interaction paradigm. This paradigm regards the basis of IS as
human-machine interaction.

The practical implementation of conceptions of IS rooted in the human-
machine interaction paradigm is limited by existing technology and cost consider-
ations. The available technology poses limits on what is possible to achieve in terms
of adaptation, though object-oriented systems seem the most promising. A focus
on the SE can inform conceptions of adaptable IS based on factors that affect the
IS in its SE.

The second issue concerns what approaches are suitable for developing
adaptable IS. IS developers have largely adopted the systems development life
cycle (SDLC), originally formulated for the human-machine interaction paradigm,
for developing IS development methodologies. IS design and implementation are
thus based on the SDLC. The human-machine interaction paradigm originally
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